INNOVATION IN AGRICULTURAL
EQUIPMENT AND MAJOR TRENDS 2019
By Jean-Marc Bournigal, chairman of the judging panel
And Gilbert Grenier, Frédéric Vigier, René Autellet, technological advisers to SIMA, judge rapporteurs

Each successive roll of honour of the SIMA Innovation Awards serves as a revelation of underlying trends in the changes and
developments underway in farming equipment, user concerns and the responses provided to them by manufacturers and
suppliers of solutions.
Unsurprisingly, the field of digital applications clearly dominates the role of honour in this 2019 edition, winning nearly the half
of all medals awarded. Indeed, solutions are increasingly mature and their fields of application increasingly vast.
Another trend relates to the need for user safety. Manufacturers supply reliable responses which are either very technologically
advanced or simply a matter of common sense.
Finally, requirements for machine working quality and performance represent a third major trend, driven, in particular, by the
growing complexity of crop rotation and cultivation and wider crop variety.

1. DIGITAL TECH IN AGRICULTURE: FROM
COLLECTING RELIABLE DATA TO LEVERAGING
THEM FOR INCREASINGLY ADVANCED
DECISION-MAKING, TO ACQUIRE NEW
AGRONOMIC KNOWLEDGE

any item of farm equipment, from carried implements to containers
for trucks. Powerful algorithms process positioning data to calculate
the activity of the equipment, journeys resulting from transport and
work, working width and the surface area covered. It thus simplifies
the generation of works slips and invoicing.

For example, the Limacapt system by De Sangosse companies and
Cap 2020 (Bronze Medal) helps to count and monitor the activity
of slugs throughout the night. This tool, which is more efficient than
manual traps, thus enables highly detailed analysis of the risks
caused by this pest, and therefore provides information to take the
right decisions for action.

The RFID A-100 Asset Tag by Trimble (Bronze Medal) monitors
the activity of farm equipment but using a quite different method:
these Bluetooth tags reliably identify any non-Isobus implement
coupled to a tractor and the driver in attendance. This identification
incorporates Isobus implements (already recognised by the
tractor display), non-Isobus implements and drivers in the work
performance log. In addition, this tag automatically sets the display’s
auto guidance function according to the width of the implement that
is recognised.

In the area of extensive farming, Beiser Environnement offers a
connected fodder rack (Bronze Medal) which can both alert the
breeder in the event of lacking fodder and, more importantly, to
monitor the daily fodder consumption of the herd.

The Climate FieldView platform by Climate Corporation (Bronze
Medal) also incorporates an automated machine data collection
system with the Field View Drive terminal. This device, plugged into
the tractor’s OBD, collects data from whatever tractor and Isobus
machines are being used. The Climate Fieldview platform then
enables the user to analyse the data collected, by cross-referencing,
for example, machine work data (yield, application of inputs) with
soil maps, remote sensing images, etc.

Monitoring machine activity is an issue which manufacturers have
been trying to address since the beginning of the 1980s. This
year, various manufacturers offer solutions dealing with the need
for the automatic and reliable recording of machine activity. This
is the main sticking point (zero data entry) which persists before
the industry can go even further in measured agriculture and the
leverage of agronomic data.

The analysis of agronomic data becomes all the more useful and
relevant when it is possible to collect information on crops at very
regular intervals.

The connected meter by Karnott (Bronze Medal) is an entirely
autonomous device which can be used to monitor the activity of
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This is what Bosch proposes with the Field Sensor (Silver Medal)
in association with the start-up Hiphen. The system combines field
sensors (weather station, soil probe and multispectral camera) with
remote sensing data sources. The aim of this system is to match
very high spatial resolution data (remote sensing images from
drones and/or satellites) with very high-repetition data (one image
per day of the same zone of the field).

management of alerts and maintenance priorities in the dealership.
This improves the reactivity of the technicians in the dealership.
Their tasks are scheduled to reduce travel time and coincide with
machine downtime to avoid disruption to any ongoing work.
The KUHN Redvista application (Silver Medal) uses augmented
reality technology to help the machine user or the dealership
technician conduct exhaustive and regular maintenance of
machines. It helps to optimise the functioning and lifespan of the
machine and its components. This application adds an entertaining
aspect to crucial tasks such as servicing and adjusting machines.

It is the same type of approach that Airbus Defence and Space
and John Deere have adopted with Live Nbalance (Silver Medal):
very accurately and regularly monitoring nitrogen uptake by the crop
in order to detect the early signs of any anomalies and achieve, at
the end, a precise balance between nitrogen input and crop uptake.
Here again, the aim is to bring together remote sensing data (with
a frequency of under a week) with machine data on the date of
treatment, quantities and - for organic fertilisers - the content
of these amendments. It can be noted that designing innovative
services is increasingly a matter for partnerships between players
which each contribute their specific know-how and skills.

This use of digital technology to simplify and facilitate tasks which
are often time-consuming is also behind the vocal assistant Fernand
proposed by Isagri (Bronze Medal). Fernand is a computerised
personal assistant to help farmers in their everyday tasks, based
on voice recognition and artificial intelligence. This voice assistant
gives simple and fast smartphone access to essential information
found in management and operational software.
2. MACHINE WORK QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE IN VIEW OF MORE COMPLEX CROP
OPERATIONS AND WIDER CROP VARIETY

Digital technology is also about Precision Farming applications and,
in particular, the possibility of modulating actions during work. This
is what is offered by Case IH with its connected electrical weed
killer (Bronze Medal). This implement is an alternative to the use of
chemical herbicides and works by electrocuting weeds. Its efficacy
is piloted directly from soil and weather data. Depending on the
designated zones, the tractor’s forward speed will vary in order to
guarantee the maximum efficiency of this “digital weeder”. The
tractor speed variation is enabled by the use of an Isobus class 3
connection (control of the tractor by the implement).

Digital technology can help to substantially improve the work
quality of machines such as for example self-guiding systems
based on GPS RTK enabling high pass accuracy, in particular
when carrying out mechanical weeding.
Nevertheless, technology should not neglect the basic principles
of applied physics, the first of which is the notion of tractorimplement linkage and “convergence”.

This type of control is also a major trend in this 2019 edition, as
illustrated by the increasing number of applications of Isobus class
3 at the present time.

The DynaTrac offered by Laforge (Gold-Medal) is a universal
guidance interface for implements coupled behind the tractor
(not specific to an implement and/or to particular conditions).
This DynaTrac interface allows the implement tool to move
independently from the tractor. The whole implement/interface
and tractor unit is free. The trajectory correction is established
by the pulling line. This is defined by the lower arms converging
intersection as viewed from above. The modification of this
geometry corrects deviations without creating any other restriction
on the tractor or the implement (no need for trajectory maintenance
discs). Trajectories are more accurate, and equipment can work in
better conditions.

Precision Farming also requires the transmission of modulation
maps from the farm management computer to the tractor display
and, in return, the collection of working data. With the AutoSync
system (Bronze Medal), Trimble offers a solution which
greatly simplifies all these exchanges by making them entirely
straightforward, seamless and instantaneous. In real time, data
can be exchanged, shared, corrected, etc., between the central
computer and the displays of several tractors.
Digital technology is also used in maintenance (improving
breakdown detection, maintenance operations, etc.).

Claas, meanwhile, lifts the major obstacle to the use of crawler
tracks in agriculture, in particular on forage harvesters: ground
churning at headlands which leads to soil deterioration. On the
Jaguar 960 Terra Trac (Gold-Medal), an ingenious system
raising the front roller is triggered beyond a certain turning

The John Deere Connected Support (Silver Medal) combines
the highly-detailed preventive detection of breakdown risk,
based on the behavioural analysis of machines drawing on data
collected from thousands of machines all over the world, with the
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The performance of machines also applies to their fuel
consumption. Lowering this consumption is both a legal obligation
and a matter of common sense. With the Eco-Stop function
(Bronze Medal), Manitou helps to substantially lower fuel
consumption and increase the lifespan of the engine by reducing
its idling periods. The Eco-Stop fitted to Manitou telehandlers
shuts down the engine when the operator leaves the cabin, after
a period of time which is adjustable according to driving patterns
and seven measured criteria. This intelligent system is a response
to an observation: 30% of the running time of a farm telehandler
happens with the engine idling and the driver absent from the
cab.

angle, reducing U-turn churning and therefore the deterioration
of topsoil. The average pressure of the remaining surface area
(approximately 60%) is even lower than a set of standard tyres.
Still in the perspective of protecting soil, central tyre inflation
solutions are becoming more widespread. Their adoption is
sometimes hampered by relatively long inflation or deflation
times to adjust between field pressure and road pressure.
Sodijantes industrie proposes an innovative solution in its Tank
Air Wheel (Silver Medal), directly incorporated into the wheel rim,
immediately next to the tyre to be inflated. With this integrated
system, which is compatible with all types of tyres, inflation time is
substantially reduced. It is possible, almost immediately, to obtain
the right pressure in the right place and at the right time.

Standards in terms of machine performance are increasingly
stringent, raising their prices and making their maintenance
particularly sophisticated. On its sprayers, Berthoud offers
the long-term rental solution Berthoud Rent (Bronze Medal)
which combines a rental contract with a comprehensive service
to monitor, check up and maintain the machine on site. The
originality of the Berthoud Rent service lies in the possibility of
including within the contact the cost of wear parts (including
nozzles) and two visits per year (conducted by the dealer and a
Berthoud technician).

In the area of cereal and row crop harvesting, farming is shifting
towards a wider variety of crops, thereby entailing more complex
harvesting conditions. To cater to these challenges, Claas offers
the Convio Flex header (Bronze Medal) which enables the
harvesting of all types of crop (laid cereals, rape seed, peas,
fava beans, grass seeds, etc.) and very close to the ground if
necessary. This cut is totally flexible at cutter bar level. The
shape of the header reduces loss of product without requiring
the use of compressed air nozzles. The conveyor belt, moving
proportionally to the forward speed, feeds the harvest regularly
into the threshing units.

The end-of-life of machines is also at the heart of concerns. This
is the issue that Manitou has taken on in its process for the re-use
of Manitou telehandlers at the end of their useful life (Bronze
Medal). The organisational, economic and environmental
approach adopted by Manitou offers a perspective for the reuse
of equipment components for a second - or subsequent - life.
The holistic nature of the approach is rewarded here, combining
life-cycle analysis, streamlining of operations and a search for
technical value capture.

The work quality of machines also relies on good design but
also the optimisation of their conditions of use. In the area of
centrifugal distributors, the final distribution is partly affected by
the influence of wind on the projection of fertiliser. Amazone
proposes its WindControl system (Bronze Medal) whose role is
to instantaneously measure wind characteristics during spreading
and modify the settings of the implement accordingly (notably the
dropping points of the fertiliser pellets on the discs). The quality
of spreading therefore remains constant, regardless of the effects
of a moderate wind. The system alerts the user in the event of
excessive winds so that they can stop spreading.

3. SAFETY, WORKING CONDITIONS AND
HEALTH IN THE WORKPLACE: REQUIREMENTS
INCREASINGLY TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
BY MANUFACTURERS

Still in the area of application quality, the Blaster sprayer by Arbos
(Bronze Medal) uses an articulated chassis where the rotation
pin, instead of being placed on the drawbar as on most trailed
sprayers on the market, is placed near the rear axle, which itself is
close to the boom. This original arrangement offers the advantage
of keeping the boom perpendicular to the initial trajectory and
therefore treating crops along the full width, as close as possible
to the end of the field at the same time as the tractor begins
its U-turn. In addition, the turning radius of the coupled unit is
substantially reduced (less than 4 m).

Safety imperatives affect all sectors of farm production; many
operations, machines or situations are potentially a source of
accidents or could lead to problems such as musculoskeletal
disorders (MSD). For many years, manufacturers have been
trying to make their machines and their internal components less
dangerous, often surpassing applicable legislation.
In this way, Claas offers the Torion Sinus wheel loader (Bronze
Medal) fitted with a double steering system comprising a central
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advantage of a poorly-closed gate to escape. The wide gate with
Surlock by Jourdain (Bronze Medal) consists of an easy-to-use
locking system for gates. Easy to open for the breeder, the lock
functions in both directions. It locks with a simple push. In animal
husbandry, gates are opened and closed several times a day; the
Surlock system offers breeders a simple and safe system to use
every day when working with animals.

articulated joint plus a rear steering axle which improves the
manoeuvrability and stability of wheel loaders. The system reliably
and safely combines the advantages of the two steering methods
regularly used on loaders: a central articulated joint, which
offers the advantage of pushing in-line with the front axle, (but
reduces rear overhang when manoeuvring and increases the risk
of accident), and four-wheel-drive which is safer when turning
(which has the disadvantage of not pushing straight on a bend).

Finally, the cleaning and disinfection of animal sheds are tasks
which are often difficult and painstaking. The Lavicole system
designed by Rabaud (Bronze Medal) is a remote-controlled
livestock shed cleaner. This system provides greater convenience
and ease of work for cleaning tasks. The operator steers and
monitors operations remotely using a remote control. They are
less exposed to splashes from water and dirt and no longer
have to carry out repetitive and tiring movements with the highpressure gun.

Another source of serious accidents relates to when machines
block up and the temptation to unclog them by hand. To prevent
this, New Holland Agriculture proposes a DFR reverser system
(Bronze Medal). When a machine blocks up, the Dynamic Feed
Roll reverser enables the operator to remove blockages without
leaving the cab. The system comprises a hydraulic actuator, a
ratchet system and a toothed wheel on the DFR shaft. When this
blocks up, the system warns the operator via the cabin display.
The operator can then safely start the unblocking procedure
which includes reversing the rotation direction of the DFR and
that of the conveyor belt.
The safety of operators is also put at risk when exposed to products
that are potentially hazardous for their health. In order to reduce
these risks, Kverneland offers a new microgranule distributor
for precision drills (Bronze Medal), designed to mitigate the risk
of contamination due to exposure to crop protection products
which make up the microgranules. Isolating the full hopper and
redesigning the way the metering wheel is removed eradicates the
risk of contaminating the operator through contact with the crop
protection microgranules during metering wheel changeovers,
even when the hopper is full.
In the area of heavy machinery, the phases of hitching and
unhitching three point carried implements are well-known at-risk
situations. These risks have grown greater with larger implement
sizes and the use of particularly heavy hydraulic push bars. To
address this substantial risk, Hydrokit has designed a “Third
hand for top link” kit (Bronze Medal). This kit, which can be
fitted to any tractor, comes in the form of an electrically-controlled
winch that helps the user to hitch and unhitch the hydraulic push
bar (the top link) behind the machine and couple and uncouple the
machine’s transmission shaft on the tractor. It thus reduces the
effort required and the risk of musculoskeletal disorders, injuries
and crushing accidents during these two types of operation.
In the field of livestock, risks mainly relate to the behaviour
of animals which could either charge at the breeder or take
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WINNERS OF THE SIMA INNOVATION AWARDS 2019
CLAAS

5b F 103-104

Implement guidance interface

4 H 019

Live monitoring of N-balance based on satellite imagery
and machinery data

4 K 037
5b A 018

Live monitoring of vegetation using in-field connected sensors
for crop management assistance

4 K 050

Proactive and collaborative support for farm machinery

5b A 018

Virtual assistant for routine machine maintenance and adjustments

5a G 032-E 032

Wheel with an integrated air tank

4 K 015

System for monitoring and compensation of effect of wind
on spread fan

5a C 013-014031-032

Trailed boom sprayer with independent wheel suspension system,
adjustable wheel track and articulated chassis

4 F 002

Fodder rack with galvanized trough, trailer mounted rain
protection with connected weighing

4 K 023

Long-term leasing solution

6 B 028

CASE IH

Connected electrical weed killer

5a E 002

CLAAS

Flex draper
Wheel loader

5b F 103-104

CLIMATE FIELDVIEW

Digital ag platform that gives data-driven insights to maximize return

4 J 037

DE SANGOSSE
& CAP 2020

Self-powered connected sensor for counting and monitoring of slugs

4 L 042

Upper linkage and cardan shaft hitch assistance

3 F 023

Voice assistant for farmers

4 G 012

Automatic two-way gate locking device

2 B 011

The connected meter that simplifies the monitoring of your tasks

4 G 011

Microgranule distributor

6 H 058

Time-controlled and adjustable engine cut-off on telehandlers
Re-use of telehandlers at end of useful life

7 F 100 - C 113

DFR Reverser

6 B 027

RABAUD

Remote controlled chicken rearing shed washer

5a C 051

TRIMBLE

Auto Asset Selection with use of Bluetooth Tags
Automatic data sharing across the farm

4 H 024

GOLD

GOLD

Forage harvester with suspended rubber tracks

GOLD MEDALS

LAFORGE
AIRBUS DEFENCE AND
SPACE & JOHN DEERE

SILVER

BOSCH FRANCE
JOHN DEERE
KUHN
SODIJANTES INDUSTRIE
AMAZONE
ARBOS FRANCE
BEISER
ENVIRONNEMENT

BRONZE

BERTHOUD

HYDROKIT
ISAGRI
JOURDAIN SAS
KARNOTT
KVERNELAND GROUP
FRANCE SAS
MANITOU GROUP
NEW HOLLAND
AGRICULTURE
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CLAAS (FRANCE)
Forage harvester with suspended
rubber tracks
Commercial name:
JAGUAR 960 TERRA TRAC
CLAAS, renowned for its range of TERRA
TRAC crawler track units for combine
harvesters, has just lifted the main
obstacle to the use of crawler tracks
on forage harvesters: churning up the
headland during turning manoeuvres. An
automatic system raising the front drive
roller substantially reduces the shear
effect when working on crop cover (grass
or alfalfa). This system is intelligently
triggered beyond a certain turning angle
without damaging soil structure. Indeed,
the average soil pressure exerted by the
remaining surface area (approximately
60%) is lower than that of a standard
set of tyres. This arrangement, combined

LAFORGE (FRANCE)
Implement guidance interface
Commercial name: DynaTrac®
Precision farming can help to reduce inputs
and improve the profitability of farms. In this
respect, agricultural machines (strip till, seeding,
weeding, fertilisation) benefit from being fitted
with guidance systems to maintain their A-B line.
These accessories also come with additional
chassis parts bearing a side alignment system.
While the trailing implement is locked in place
by the lower stabiliser arms, large coulter discs
are attached to the current interfaces to prevent
the tractor from neutralising the sideways
corrections through the behaviour of its tyres.
The dynamics of these existing movements
create mechanical constraints which generate
friction, and therefore additional consumption,
and even damage to implements. This situation

with remote rear tyre inflation, constitutes
a genuine advantage in terms of soil
protection. This technological breakthrough
in the tracked vehicle field was achieved
simply by adapting the hydraulic systems
already fitted to the set of suspended
crawlers. Depending on the turning circle,
the hydraulic pressure on the crawler
support rollers automatically increases.
Only the support rollers and the rear drive
roller remain in contact with the ground,
reducing the contact area by about a third.
The crawler unit increases the length of
the JAGUAR 960 TT by about a metre, and
this new extended wheelbase delivers a
genuine upside in terms of maintenance,
in particular by offering easy access to
the corncracker and the accelerator. As
this consequently removes the obstacle
to fitting forage harvesters with crawler
tracks, the solution provides a satisfactory
solution to the regulatory issue of axel load.

The 13-tonne limit, recently increased to
14 tonnes in response to pressure from
manufacturers, is easily exceeded by
harvesting equipment when it carries its
own folding front attachments. On the
road, the vehicle can travel at 40 km/h
(subject to law) with an external width of
3 metres.

is even more acute on sloping and irregular
land. This is what led LAFORGE, a specialist in
tractor-attachment coupling and the regulation
of front and back implements, to design and
produce a versatile guidance interface. The
implement/interface and tractor together are
free and trajectory correction happens along the
pulling line. This is defined by the lower arms
converging intersection as viewed from above.
The modification of this geometry corrects
deviations without creating any other restrictions.
This is the main characteristic of this innovation.
The interface slides sideways according to the
steering performed by the GPS guidance system
or the video camera in order to guarantee the
positioning of the trailed implement to an accuracy
close to one centimetre. The DynaTrac®, which
can be used with all tractors and all implements
on the market, provides a guidance function to a
standard - and therefore cheaper - implement,

instead of adding this function to each implement
individually. Moreover, the user only needs to
learn how to use one type of guidance interface
instead of having to understand and configure
several different ones.
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Contact :
Sébastien Deborde - Tel.: +33 (0)6 80 99 26 14
E-mail : sebastien.deborde@claas.com

Contact :
Mallaury Piecq - Tel.: +33 (0)3 23 79 85 85
E-mail : mallaurypiecq@laforgegroup.com

SILVER MEDALS

SILVER MEDALS
SILVER

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE &
JOHN DEERE (FRANCE)
Live monitoring of N-balance based
on satellite imagery and machinery
data
Commercial name: Live NBalance
Live NBalance is a unique combination of
innovation by John Deere and Airbus to offer
the first regular and mapped monitoring tool
for nitrogen efficiency use throughout the crop
cycle. It supplies a dynamic dashboard giving the
farmer all the necessary information to analyse
their field and make educated decisions on the
actions to take, in real time. Live NBalance puts
the farmer and their technician back at the centre
of the decision process. The tool delivers all the
data, whatever their source, to the same place:

BOSCH FRANCE (FRANCE)
Live monitoring of vegetation using
in-field connected sensors for crop
management assistance
Commercial name: Field Sensor (by
Bosch)
Bosch Field Sensor is a set of connected sensors
which collect information on the crop, soil and
the climate on a daily basis. The sensors are
all contained within a spiked stake, notably
containing a multispectral camera which takes
daily pictures of crop development. From these
information sources, several agronomic variables
are calculated (leaf area, vegetation index,
chlorophyll content, humidity, temperature,
soil water potential, PAR radiation). Results are
converted into applicable insight through the use
of the economic algorithms from the company

JOHN DEERE (FRANCE)
Proactive and collaborative support
for farm machinery
Commercial name:
John Deere Support Connecté
John Deere Connected Support adds a
collaborative aspect to telematics-connected
systems. Information is more quickly accessible
at a central location, but more importantly
it is automatically interpreted by permanent
comparison with other connected equipment,
and also with the technical support database
continually enhanced by John Deere dealers
and technical services. All individual machines
contribute to enhancing a collective database,
which is thus capable of detecting a breakdown

SILVER

upstream information (hydrogen application
actions) and downstream information (impact
of fertilisation on crop development). The farmer
can view the extent of potential deviations in
the field, establish their possible causes and
determine corrective action. After harvest, they
can compare “the film” of the season with the
result to adjust next year’s fertilisation strategy.
The system combines infield data acquired from:
embedded sensors measuring nitrogen content
(mineral and organic), yield and protein content
at harvest; AND satellite sensors measuring
nitrogen absorbed throughout the season thanks
to images regularly provided by the combination
of several Sentinel2, Landsat8, SPOT6 and
SPOT7 constellations. Nitrogen use efficiency
becomes a performance indicator. This solution
is an illustration of “measured agriculture” with

exhaustive monitoring of time and space. The
final N-balance map facilitates the calculation of
return on investment with regard to nitrogen.

Hiphen combined with economic models. The
results obtained offer the farmer real-time
monitoring on their smart phone, with an array of
daily tips to enable them to manage their fields
optimally in terms of outcomes. This connected
sensor package is an “all-in-one system” capable
of monitoring the phenological characteristics
of the crop in combination with soil and climate
parameters, in order to improve the pertinence
of advice supplied to the user. This system helps
to follow the growth profile of the crop, based
on photos (one per day) with suitable algorithms
which can detect the arrival of new vegetation
stages, leaf damage and, thanks to multispectral
sensors, calibrate satellite data (vegetation
indexes for nitrogen needs). Finally, this system
enables spatial data to be merged (satellites,
drones and embedded systems) to give a picture
of the heterogeneity of the field and/or predict the
quality and quantity of the harvest.

Contact :
Hervé Loizeau - Tel.: +33 (0)6 08 55 53 09
E-mail : herve.loizeau@fr.bosch.com

before the appearance of classical symptoms:
this is called the Expert Alert. Finally, a central tool
(Machine Dashboard) enables each dealership
to monitor all its connected equipment and to
become proactive. Based on the Expert Alert
detection of simple error codes and the status of
periodic maintenance, a permanent classification
of the machine fleet is determined at dealership
level to plan the operations of technicians. In
dealerships, work planning helps to smooth the
workload and minimise unexpected breakdowns.
This improves the responsiveness of technical
teams whilst reducing peaks of activity in
workshops. For customers, technical operations
can be planned without interrupting their work. In
the event of a critical Expert Alert (the detection of
a high-risk of failure in the short term), preventive

repairs initiated by the system are covered by the
legal warranty or the warranty extension taken out
by the user in the same manner as an observed
failure.
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Contact :
Charlotte Gabriel-Robez
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 19 42 29
Email : charlotte.gabriel-robez@airbus.com

KUHN (FRANCE)
Virtual assistant for routine machine
maintenance and adjustments
Commercial name: REDVISTA
The KUHN REDVISTA mobile app uses
augmented reality technology to help the
machine user or the distribution network
technician in routine maintenance and
adjustment tasks. This application can be used
on all types of smartphone or tablet once it
has been downloaded. It gives the user access
to real-time and updated information on their
machine, without using printed instructions and
without any risk of losing these documents. This
first immersive augmented reality application
aimed at the user and the distribution network
helps to locate all lubrication points, even those

SODIJANTES INDUSTRIE (FRANCE)
Wheel with an integrated air tank
Commercial name: Tank Air Wheel
The volume of air in an agricultural vehicle tyre
is quite substantial. Central tyre inflation, which
is necessary to adjust air pressure according to
conditions of use, often takes too long due to the
volume of air to be supplied and poor compressor
air supply rate. By integrating a tank maintained at
6 bars in a large volume fitted into the wheel rim,
the Tank Air Wheel (TAW) technology by Sodijantes
substantially improves the performances of tyre
inflation systems. Sodijantes Industrie answers
the problem in a simple and intelligent way,
independently of the tyre. The incorporation of a
tank into the rim effectively creates a buffer stock
to inflate tyres of all brands to the desired pressure

hidden after a long working day, without having
to visit the washing station first. This application
enables this type of maintenance task to be
delegated to people without technical training. By
simply scanning a sticker on the machine, all the
information relating to the machine is immediately
available, at all times and anywhere in the
world, even without an Internet connection. The
KUHN REDVISTA application helps to guarantee
exhaustive and regular maintenance of machines
so as to optimise the functioning and lifespan of
the machine and its components. This application
adds an entertaining aspect to important tasks
such as maintenance and adjustments. It
represents a new form of adjustment advice
which is suited to and appropriate for younger
generations who have a culture which is more
digital and less technical in nature.

without stopping and almost instantaneously. This
significantly reduces tyre inflation time to reach
the right pressure as quickly as possible. By thus
contributing to making immediate central tyre
inflation more widespread by reducing inflation
time by a factor of 10, Sodijantes Industrie
contributes to soil protection, fuel savings and the
reduction of on-the-road tyre wear. The system
enables farmers and contractors to quickly adjust
the tyre pressure on their machines, going from
lower pressure for fieldwork to higher pressure
during transportation and vice versa, thereby
achieving fuel savings.
Contact :
Stéphanie Deboude - Tel.: +33 (0)2 31 40 80 50
E-mail : stephanie@sodijantes.com

Contact :
Alexandra Bordes - Tel.: +33 (0)2 38 72 30 62
E-mail : bordesalexandra@johndeere.com
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Contact :
Jean-Christophe Haas
Tel.: +33 (0)3 88 01 81 32
Email : jean-christophe.haas@kuhn.com

BRONZE MEDALS

BRONZE MEDALS
BRONZE

AMAZONE (FRANCE)
System for monitoring and
compensation of effect of wind
on spread fan
Commercial name: WindControl
With the WindControl system installed on Amazone
centrifugal mineral fertiliser spreaders, application
is even in all areas of the field, whether the wind is
weak or strong and whatever its direction. A wind
characteristic sensor, installed on a foldaway mast
on Amazone fertiliser spreaders, transmits data to
the computer processing unit which will can manage
spreading settings accordingly. This means that the
optimal basic settings of the spreader, determined
at the beginning of the application according
to the fertiliser to be spread and the intended
width of coverage, are continuously adjusted to

ARBOS FRANCE (FRANCE)
Trailed boom sprayer with
independent wheel suspension
system, adjustable wheel track
and articulated chassis
Commercial name: Arbos Blaster
The Arbos BLASTER boom sprayer uses an
articulated chassis where the rotation pin, instead
of being placed on the drawbar as on most
trailed sprayers on the market, is placed near
the rear axle, which itself is close to the boom.
Two steering sensors located on the towing eye
and on the rotation centre of the axle help to
directly steer the axle by means of two hydraulic
actuators. Thanks to the “power” steering of this
axle and the hydraulic adjustment of track width
to that of the tractor, the wheels of the sprayer can
strictly follow those of the tractor, during changes

BEISER ENVIRONNEMENT (FRANCE)
Fodder rack with galvanized trough,
trailer mounted rain protection
with connected weighing
Commercial name: Fourrage lib
The fodder transportation and supply trailer
Fourrage Lib is placed by the livestock breeder
on remote fields. A patented remote weight
sensor is connected to a LoRa or SigFox phone
application. Using this connected sensor, the
breeder is informed at all times of the remaining
stock of feed, and can set alert thresholds to
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compensate for the drift caused by local wind
effects. The dropping points of the fertiliser on the
left and right discs are independently adjusted so
as to influence the fertiliser trajectory accordingly,
while the rotation speeds of the two discs are also
modified to adjust the projection distance impacted
by the wind. The system works by compensation
entirely automatically and also supplies the
user with a continuous indication of wind speed
through the Isobus spreader management
terminal. A colour code display advises users to
stop spreading if conditions become too windy
and are impossible to compensate dynamically.
The WindControl system thus helps to secure
fertilisation operations by maximising the number
of working timeslots possible in the field whilst
minimising the risk of poor application which can
prove detrimental to crop yield and quality. Its

in direction and headland turnaround. Thanks to
the steering angle of the sprayer axle (28°), the
turning radius is smaller than 4 m. Attaching the
boom to the axle and not the rest of the sprayer
provides a triple advantage: better control of the
boom which is always parallel to the axle of the
wheels of the sprayer; spraying along full width
to the very end of the field by delaying the U-turn
of the boom compared to that of the tractor;
minimisation of accelerations and decelerations
respectively on the outside and inside of the
turning curve shortly before and after U-turns.
The forward speed of nozzles and the quantity of
product distributed are kept constant along the
whole working width. Thanks to the independent
suspension of each wheel and to the option of
setting nozzle openings every 25 or 50 cm,
work can also be conducted with nozzles closer
to the ground. With these different combined

organise distribution. A first alert may be triggered
when 50% of the quality of fodder is consumed
by the herd, and a more active alert at 70%. It
is therefore possible to know at what times the
animals feed, and check in real-time if everything
is going satisfactorily on the land, without having
to make a trip out there. The device measures
the quantity of fodder consumed every day. The
geographic positioning of the equipment is also
an asset against theft. This trailer is certified for
road transportation and its fodder racks and
troughs are galvanised.
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optimal functioning is guaranteed by the Argus
Twin system, which continuously verifies the
correct direction taken by the fertiliser when leaving
the discs. The characteristics of the fertiliser are
taken into consideration by the calculator in order
to personalise the settings of the spreader.
Contact :
Céline Rathuéville - Tel.: +33 (0)6 13 46 69 17
E-mail : c.rathueville@amazone-sa.net

technological solutions offered by the BLASTER
trailed boom sprayer, Arbos delivers a blend
of productivity and efficiency, crop protection,
regular spraying and drift reduction.w
Contact :
Alessandro Zambelli - Tel.: +39 334 626 7329
E-mail : alessandro.zambelli@lovoleurope.com

BERTHOUD (FRANCE)
Long-term leasing solution

Commercial name: BERTHOUD RENT
The Berthoud Rent service is a long-term leasing
solution which also includes a service to monitor,
check and maintain the sprayer on the user’s
premises so that this user is always in possession
of a well-maintained, well-adjusted machine
working to the best of its efficiency. It is an “allinclusive” solution from delivery to return of the
machine, including the regular servicing of the
sprayer. This service guarantees the end-user a
single contact person with whom to arrange and

CASE IH (FRANCE)
Connected electrical weed killer
Commercial name: Case IH XPower
The WeedControl system from Case IH is an
alternative to the use of chemical herbicides.
This system uses high-frequency and highvoltage electricity to eliminate undesirable
plants from leaves to routes. This system is
applicable both for row crops and standard
field use. The weed effect can be noticed 30
minutes after application and seeding may
be carried out immediately after the passage

CLAAS (FRANCE)
Flex Draper
Commercial name: CLAAS CONVIO
FLEX
Contact :
Mickaël Quirin - Tel.: +33 (0)8 25 82 54 88
E-mail : mickael.quirin@beiser.fr

The generally-observed wheat-barley-rapeseed
crop rotation is tending to evolve for a range
of reasons towards more complex operations
involving many different crops. The trend in short
selling channels and local appellations (e.g. lentils
from the French “Berry” region), the development
of organic farming and soybean crop surface
areas are modifying crop practices in response to
consumer demand. Some farmers can harvest up
to 18 varieties in a season and this development
required the design of a new, highly versatile
draper header, capable of efficiently collecting the
lowest and most varied types of crop harvests:
rapeseed, soybean, cereals, fava beans,

implement the rental contract: from drawing up
the rental contract to the return of the sprayer.
The originality of the Berthoud Rent service lies
in the possibility of including the cost of wear
parts (including nozzles) in the contract and two
annual visits (conducted by the dealer and a
Berthoud technician) to check up on the condition
of the machine and carry out its servicing and
maintenance in order to guarantee the best
operation of the sprayer. This comes at no extra
cost to the operator. It is also possible to adjust
and modulate rental payments according to the
actual activity of the machine. This Berthoud Rent
service therefore offers genuine flexibility in terms

of the use and financing of sprayers.

of WeedControl. The full system comprises
an electrical accessory on the tractor, and a
weather station and a soil moisture sensor.
Thanks to accurate data which takes into
account variations between fields, the system
can be optimised by supplying the right
voltage in each location. The global solution
is connected to the telematics portal through
an API for weather and soil humidity data. The
WeedControl system is compatible with the
Isobus standard Class 3 to control the speed
of the tractor according to the specific needs
of each part of the field. This digital herbicide

system has an immediate effect on the weeds
to be destroyed and can be connected with
direct seed drills. It is an environmentally
friendly system which is just as effective as
chemical products.

sunflowers, peas, lentils, etc. The new CONVIO
FLEX header combines all the necessary criteria,
adopting the main acknowledged principles
of header harvesting and flexibility, already in
evidence in North America, in a new sophisticated
product. For the first time, the conveyor belt
moves at the same speed as forward speed,
AUTOCONTOUR FLEX automatically adjusts the
conveyor in addition to its own cutterbar setting
range of 225 mm. Communication between the
header and the machine enables all the main
settings to be done from the CEBIS in the cab.
It offers three operating methods: flexible with
adjustable pressure, laid crops and rigid. The side
belt angle is the flattest on the market so as to
reduce losses of small grains. Finally thanks to
the FLIPOVER concept offered as standard on
the front reel, and the shape of the plastic tines,
material balling is prevented, even in the dirtiest

fields. The reels also are fitted with a hydraulic
safety device which automatically lifts them up in
the event of a collision with the ground.
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Contact :
Mathilde Lapeyrere
Tel.: +33 (0)6 33 33 17 50
E-mail : m.lapeyrere@berthoud.com

Contact :
Esther Gilli - Tel.: +43 676 88 0 86 634
E-mail : esther.gilli@caseih.com

Contact :
Sébastien Deborde - Tel.: +33 (0)6 80 99 26 14
E-mail : sebastien.deborde@claas.com
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CLAAS (FRANCE)
Wheel loader
Commercial name: Torion Sinus
The SINUS design combines two steering
modes frequently used on wheel loaders.
These are:
central articulated joint, which offers the

advantage of operating with an attachment
always in line with the front axle, but whose
main drawback is the stability when steered
to a maximum angle.
four-wheel-drive, with the drawbacks of not
operating with the attachment (buckets, fork)
always in line with the front axle, and having
a wide turning radius of the front attachment.

CLIMATEFIELDVIEW(SWITZERLAND)
Digital ag platform that gives datadriven insights to maximize return
Commercial name:
Climate FieldView™
Climate FieldView™ is a comprehensive
digital agriculture platform designed to
help farmers analyse the masses of data
that they acquire from different sources,
and in particular machine data which may
be collected thanks to Climate FieldView
Drive™. This wireless device can be plugged
into the OBD of tractors and can acquire the
data from the CAN networks of the tractor

DE SANGOSSE & CAP 2020 (FRANCE)
Self-powered connected sensor for
counting and monitoring of slugs
Commercial name: LIMACAPT
LIMACAPT is a standalone sensor that can
automatically count slugs in fields. Images
are acquired during the night during slug
activity, using a camera and infrared lighting.
The nanocomputer embedded into the device
then runs an algorithm which processes
several hundred images taken each night.
The user receives not these images, but
rather the results of this data analysis (the
final pest count at the end of the night), sent
by means of a low speed or GSM chip. This
solution offers the chance to choose the best
network option suited to French rural regions.
The whole electronic system, which is self-
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The choice of an articulation angle limited to
30% and a steered rear axle eradicates the
drawbacks of both systems whilst maintaining
their respective advantages. By preventing
the reduction of the overhang, the risk of
accident is controlled. The manoeuvrability is
compensated by the steered rear axle. Front
and back axles are mechanically synchronised
using steering rods and levers driven by the
articulated joint. Simple and reliable, it provides
a response to farming safety concerns, by
preventing errors in the choice of steering
mode. The system offered by CLAAS exists
on the loaders of its partner Liebherr, but the
technical cooperation conducted in parallel to
commercial agreements in 2015 has helped

to meet the farming specifications requested
by CLAAS, in particular the oscillation damping
system in the central SINUS articulated joint.

and attachments (Isobus in particular). This
machine working data can then be analysed
and cross-referenced with other information
(soil maps, remote detection images) to
help farmers access advanced agronomic
information to manage field variability and
optimise productivity. This platform combines
powerful agronomic analysis tools and a highly
simplified and intuitive interface allowing the
user to devote their time to farming analysis
without requiring proficiency in complex
computing solutions.

E-mail : elise.demaret@rp-carrees.com

Contact :
Sébastien Deborde - Tel.: +33 (0)6 80 99 26 14
E-mail : sebastien.deborde@claas.com
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Hitching and unhitching attachments behind
tractors, in particular handling the hydraulic
push bar and transmission shaft, require
strenuous effort and are a regular cause
of musculoskeletal disorder, injuries and
crushing accidents. The “third hand for top
link kit” proposed by HYDROKIT is an easy
way of hitching and unhitching devices using
the hydraulic top link, but also cardan shafts,
thanks to an electric winch system operated
by two switches at the back of the tractor.
The kit reduces required effort and helps to
manoeuvre the top link and the driveshaft

ISAGRI (FRANCE)
Voice assistant for farmers
Commercial name:
Fernand l'assistant

Contact :
Elise Demaret - Tel.: +33(0)6 04 78 53 37

powered due to its battery and solar panel,
is assembled on a fixed device, making it
easy to deploy in the fields to be monitored.
The innovation of LIMACAPT mainly lies in its
continuous image capture detecting all active
individuals, and on an embedded image
processing algorithm. This system works with
a low error rate (approximately 5%) without
any need for user intervention, and enables
the recognition and identification in the
fields of objects appearing and disappearing
from the frame without counting the same
slug several times. LIMACAPT is a genuine
tool in precision farming which detects the
present slug populations early and daily, to
enable farmers to effectively deal with this
pest as soon as the risk becomes apparent,
for reasoned interventions. LIMACAPT opens
up new scientific perspectives in terms of

HYDROKIT (FRANCE)
Upper linkage and cardan shaft
hitch assistance
Commercial name:
Kit 3e main pour 3e point

modelling for better insight into the pest,
and more widely of biodiversity observed on
farming land.

The aim of Fernand is to make the farmer’s job
easier by answering all the simple questions
he may have. The user asks Fernand, his voice
assistant, a question on his smartphone or
connected speaker. Once our artificial intelligence
algorithms have analysed the question, the
Fernand application searches for the information
required to answer it in the dedicated databases,
then supplies the answer to the farm. Fernand
synchronises itself with the farm management
software to recover the information necessary for
its operation and store it in a dedicated database

during hitching and unhitching operations.
The system improves working conditions of
farmers by making these operations easier
and by reducing:
risk of crushing and injuries relating to
insufficient support and the top link or
driveshaft falling;
musculoskeletal disorders caused notably by
inconvenient positions adopted by the user
during these operations.
The hitching and unhitching of the top link no
longer require the strength of the user. They
simply attach the snap hook of the “third
hand kit” on the attachment of the top link
supplied in the kit and lift or lower it using
two buttons located nearby. Then they simply
hitch or unhitch the implement and remove
the snap hook. The top link bar remains in a
high position and no longer interferes with the

movement thanks to a handy spring system.
For driveshafts, the principle is the same. The
user wraps the rope with the snap hook around
the cardan protection and activates the lifting
or lowering movement until they are lined up.

hosted in the cloud. One advantage of this is that
any farming solution or service can pair with this
database through APIs and therefore transfer its
information. Fernand aims to be universal and
open, so as to enable the farmer to select their
favourite services. Thanks to Fernand’s cognitive
services, the user’s questions are analysed
and deciphered in understandable terms by
artificial intelligence, and Fernand’s answer is
then supplied. The result is given in vocal form
by Fernand. Depending on the context, a visual
feedback may also be offered to enable the farmer
to understand and analyse the elements making
up the answer. Using Fernand thus helps to save
time but also ensure that decisions planned every
day comply with various regulations (product
dosing, operation timing, weather conditions, etc.).

Contact :
Charles-Henry Colin - Tel.: +33(0)6 28 50 12 51
E-mail : chcolin@promize.fr

Contact :
Pierre Olcomendy - Tel.: +33(0)6 15 41 43 69
E-mail : olcomendyp@desangosse.com
JOURDAIN SAS (FRANCE)
Automatic two-way gate locking
device
Commercial name:
Wide gate with Surlock
In animal husbandry, gates are opened and
closed several times a day, and cattle breeders
are looking for a simple and safe way to
work with animals every day. This is what led
Jourdain to create the Surlock locking system.
This mechanism is made up of a spring-loaded

bolt which is stopped by a sliding blocking peg,
held by D-shaped housing, as the gate swings
shut. This principle makes the bolt click home
into in a metal recess. The Surlock bolt blocking
mechanism works in both opening directions
and can be fitted to all gates. A simple push
guarantees fast and safe gate closure.
Contact :
Ludovic Loiseau - Tel.: +33(0)6 03 91 38 27
E-mail : l.loiseau@jourdain-group.com
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Contact :
Jean-Jacques Morin - Tel.: +33(0)2 51 34 10 10
E-mail : j.morin@hydrokit.com
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KARNOTT (FRANCE)
The connected meter that simplifies
the monitoring of your tasks
Commercial name: Karnott
With its connected meter, the Karnott
solution enables the collection of agricultural
machinery or equipment activity data
(geospatial positions and movements of
equipment). Entirely self-sufficient in terms
of power, the meter can be fitted to any type
of equipment (compatible with all brands, all
ages and all types of attachments and even
on transport containers). Equipped with a
GPS receiver and a communication module, it
transmits its data to a server. The algorithms
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developed exclusively by Karnott offer detailed
behavioural analysis of different equipment
categories. This leads to a breakdown of
different working times (periods of machine
activity, intermediate periods - unloading and/
or reloading of the equipment - journey and rest
times), together with a calculation of surface
areas worked on. The Karnott solution is costeffective. It helps to streamline administrative
tasks and invoice work to the nearest hectare.
The solution fulfils the needs of farming sector
stakeholders in the pooling of machinery,
the automation of work slips, the verification
of demonstration equipment user protocols
and to accurately share out the equipment by
legal entity, gain precise knowledge on time

spent on each crop to calculate margins, etc.
With its solution, Karnott leverages algorithm
science for the benefit of new, efficient and
collaborative farming practices.
Contact :
Alexandre Cuvelier
CEO & Co-fondateur
Tel.: +33(0)6 75 72 64 65

MANITOU GROUP (FRANCE)
Re-use of telehandlers at end of
useful life
Commercial name:
Re-use of MANITOU telehandlers
at end of useful life
In this approach, Manitou Group aims to view
the end of life of equipment no longer as a
(future) constraint but as a an entirely separate
mission of the manufacturer - and even as an
opportunity. This entails a very detailed study
process, ranging from the analysis of dismantling
cycles and their optimisation to the development

NEW HOLLAND AGRICULTURE
(ITALY)
DFR Reverser
Commercial name: DFR Reverser
KVERNELAND GROUP FRANCE SAS
(FRANCE)
Microgranule distributor

Commercial name: Kverneland
microgranule distributor
Microgranule distributors are fitted to more
than 70% of precision drills on the market
(Pestexpo report by GRECAN – 2005). In
field crop cultivation, 78% of the exposure
happens during preparation. Additionally,
exposure chiefly happens when changing the
microgranule metering wheel. With its trapdoor
sealing it off from the seeding element, there
is no longer any need to empty the distributor

hopper to change metering wheels. The wheel
mount screw makes for a quick changeover of
the metering wheel and prevents the operator
from touching the product with their hands in
the seeding element. With its full emptying
system, the microgranule deposits in the
hopper and the pollution of water, air or soil due
to these deposits during cleaning are limited.
Added to which, this microgranule distributor
works on electric drive, which is compatible
with the functionalities of precision drilling
combined with GPS so as to modulate doses
and avoid overlaps between the distributor and
the seeding element in each row.

Contact :
Anne-Sophie Lecocq - Tel.: +33(0)2 38 52 43 31
E-mail :
anne-sophie.lecocq@kvernelandgroup.com

New Holland’s system to reverse the rotation
direction of the Dynamic Feed Roll (DFR) is
the heart of the innovation of the blockage
clearance system. It is made up of a hydraulic
actuator, a ratchet system and a toothed
crown on the DFR shaft. A smart unclogging
procedure is programmed in the Intelliview
cabin screen. If the DFR drum speed drops
below 100 rpm, this means that it is starting
to block and the rotors and conveyor will
disengage automatically. The operator then
simply starts the procedure without leaving the
driver’s seat. This happens in three steps:

RABAUD (FRANCE)
Remote-controlled chicken rearing shed
washer

Commercial name: LAVICOLE
MANITOU GROUP (FRANCE)
Time-controlled and adjustable
engine cut-off on telehandlers
Commercial name: Eco Stop
The principle is simple: the engine shuts off
automatically when it is idling and without a driver
in the cab. This function can be set to between
1 and 30 minutes and has been designed to
work on all farming applications, always placing
a priority on user productivity. Eco Stop can be
activated and deactivated very simply at the push
of a Double Switch Button (DSB) located close at
hand in the cab. This function has a significant
impact on the three major components making

up the total cost of ownership (TCO): machine
depreciation, fuel consumption and preventive
maintenance (up to 82% of TCO). Arnaud
Sochas, product manager for the agricultural
range, adds: “Through the data collection made
possible by connected machines, we estimate
that engines run for between 15 and 30% of the
time without a driver in the cab. On the basis of
15%, for a machine used 1,000 hours per year
for three years, the Eco Stop function generates
savings of €4,500.” Available on nearly all the
machines in the MLT agricultural range, this
option can also be retrofitted to MLT models
already produced since September 2018.
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Contact :
Franck Lethorey - Tel.: +33(0)2 40 09 17 56
E-mail : f.lethorey@manitou-group.com

Mounted on a crawler track unit, this self
powered remote-controlled washer designed
to clean livestock rearing sheds, has four
washing functions:
a steerable boom, mounted on an articulated
arm which can reach up to 4.5 m high, fitted
with five rotating nozzles for the washing of the
ceiling and walls and also cleaning shutters,
the floor, etc.;
a tunnel for cleaning of lifelines and troughs;
a manual high-pressure gun for finishing;
a foam gun to apply the detergent.
The LAVICOLE washer is fitted with a 22 bhp
HONDA petrol driven motor with hydrostatic
forward drive. The machine is connected by a

of remanufactured and used parts. In this award,
we pay tribute to the commitment of Manitou
Group to material recycling, capturing value
through recycling, in particular metals and and this is the crux of the issue - reusing parts.
Due to the way product life cycles are analysed
nowadays, manufacturers are prompted to
incorporate the user costs of equipment at the
end of their life into the total cost of ownership
(TCO) and consequently improve the design
of new machines in this end-of-life objective.
This initiative also opens up the way to a longer
availability of technical parts through the reuse of
decommissioned equipment.

Contact :
Franck Lethorey - Tel.: +33(0)2 40 09 17 56
E-mail : f.lethorey@manitou-group.com

r eversal of rotation direction of the conveyor
to discharge the product along the length of
the conveyor;
reversal of the rotation direction of the

dynamic feed roller (DFR) with the hydraulic
actuator and the ratchet system until the
pressure measured by a sensor on the
actuator is close to zero (meaning that the
DFR is now unblocked);
a new reversal of the rotation of the conveyor
in the opposite direction to permanently
discharge the product that has caused the
blockage.
Following this procedure, the operator can
reengage the rotors and conveyor and start
work again without having to climb down
and undertake manual and hazardous
operations to unblock the machine. The

whole procedure associated with the system
thus delivers safety improvements, but also a
faster work rate by reducing the time wasted
to unblock the machine from several hours to
around ten minutes.

100-m hose to a high-pressure cleaner unit
located outside. This has a 1000-litre buffer
tank and a 140-bar pump offering a 87 l/m
flow rate. The drive is provided by a tractor
PTO or by a diesel engine. A 1,000-m² chicken
shed requires approximately three hours of
cleaning. Substantial water savings are made
compared with a manual pressure cleaner.
Washing a livestock shed and its equipment is
a painstaking task, but it is essential for health
and safety reasons. Some breeders acquire
equipment and organise themselves to save
time and improve working conditions, whilst
others call on service providers. The latter
experience difficulties in recruiting staff to carry
out this task. The tough working conditions are
mainly related to holding the pressure cleaner,
water and dirt splashes, and moving the
equipment (pump and hoses, electrical cable,
water supply pipe). Moreover, if the washing

is done with cold water, the operator works in
harsh conditions in the winter. The LAVICOLE
solves all these problems. The remote
control makes the machine easier and more
convenient to use.
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Contact :
Elodie Rousseau - Tel.: +33(0)6 73 21 24 56
E-mail : elodie.rousseau@newholland.com

Contact :
Jérôme Guerry - Tel.: +33 (0)2 51 48 56 66
E-mail : marketing@rabaud.com
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TRIMBLE (GERMANY)
Auto Asset Selection with use of
Bluetooth Tags
Commercial name: A-100 Asset
Tag and Auto Asset Selection App
A-100 Asset Tag is a low-cost Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) tag with a lifespan up to 5 years
depending on the broadcast signal strength
and the frequency chosen by the operator (it
is fitted with a replaceable battery for extended
life of the tag). These tags can be used to
identify an implement, a driver or a tractor or
machine in the event where the ag system is
shared between several machines. Tags can
be mounted in a number of locations on the
implements, but a movable point on the lifting
cylinder mechanics is required if implemented
work state detection is required. For vehicle
detection, tags are located inside the operator

cab. Operator detection is easily accomplished
by attaching a tag to the operator identification
card, keychain, etc. When a specific tag
is present, the Precision-IQ software will
automatically change settings accordingly. If
the operator disconnects an implement with a
3 m width and then connects an implement
with a 5 m width, the display will automatically
change the implement setup. If operator A
leaves the cabin and operator B takes over,
Precision-IQ will communicate the correct
information to the record-keeping software,
so all work is tracked to the correct operator.
The system can be used with implements
to auto configure the precision agriculture
system whenever the operator changes
implements. The system will automatically
detect the attached implement and adjust the
width and control parameters of the guidance
system. The system can also track the last-

known location of the implement and assign
utilisation hours to the attached implement for
maintenance and record-keeping.
Contact :
Sabrina Chaillou - Tel.: +49 (0)898 90 57 14 43
E-mail : sabrina_chaillou@trimble.com

26 members from different sectors (agricultural machinery, breeding, AgTech, agronomy, engineering, automotive industry,
aeronautics, etc.), research and education specialists, as well as repeat users of equipment. To examine the entries, the
judges can also call on the expertise of more than 300 European specialists!
CHAIRMAN OF THE PANEL

Jean-Marc BOURNIGAL
Managing Director of AGPB (General Association for Wheat and Cereals Producers)
SIMA’S 3 TECHNOLOGY ADVISERS, PANEL SPOKESPEOPLE

Frédéric VIGIER
IRSTEA - General Board.
Technological Expert on Agricultural
Equipment and E-Agriculture

René AUTELLET
Independent consultant

Sami AIT-AMAR, ACTA
Agro-environmental project manager

Etienne DISERENS,
Independent consultant - Switzerland

Thierry BAILLIET,
Thierry The Modern Farmer
Hauts de France FRCUMA President /
Farmer / YouTube influencer

Laure FIGEUREU-BIDAUD, NUFFIELD
Farmer - Nuffield France laureate and
member

Florentino JUSTE, IVIA (Valencian
Institute of Agricultural Research)
Spain, Director

Gilbert GRENIER
Bordeaux Science Agro.
Professor of Automation and
Equipment Engineering.
SediMaster 2015.
Author of « Agriculture
de précision. Les nouvelles
technologies au service d’une
agriculture écologiquement intensive »
PANEL MEMBERS

TRIMBLE (GERMANY)
Automatic data sharing across the farm

Commercial name: AutoSync
The AutoSync solution enables the sharing of
data with no user pain. Up to now it had been
possible to collect, manage and delete data
on the management computer at the farm,
but all this data had to be collected first by the
tractor display then transferred to the office
using a physical media (thumb drive, etc), or
by sending it to a server or to the Cloud. With
AutoSync, the farm manager can delete or
add data on each of the displays of his fleet,
automatically and virtually in real-time while
the machines are at work in the fields. And
he continuously recovers the work data of

his machines. The data transmitted includes
field data (edges, guidance lines, specific
points and zones, surface area worked upon
and application maps), but also the different
products, vehicles, implements and users.
This solution automatically updates the data
on the tractor display in real-time from the
farm management computer and vice versa.
It also enables data to be shared between
tractor displays. The data transmitted includes
field data, the different products, vehicles,
implements and users. The farm managers
can specifically select which data they wish
to send - or not to send – to operators. The
drivers, meanwhile, can concentrate on
their working environment and ensure that
everything is running smoothly while the farm

manager ensures that the right data arrive in
the right place at the right time.
Contact :
Sabrina Chaillou - Tel.: +49 (0)898 90 57 14 43
E-mail : sabrina_chaillou@trimble.com

Guillaume BOCQUET, AXEMA
Engineering consultant
Technical division manager
Christian BRIAND, Bpifrance
Food-processing and agriculture
sector manager
Eugenio CAVALLO, IMAMOTER
(Istituto Per Le Macchine Agricole E
Movimento Terra)
CNR (Consiglio Nazionale Delle
Ricerche) - Italy
Research Director
Stéphane CHAPUIS, FNCUMA
Agroequipment department manager
Pierre CLAVEL, French Ministry
of Agriculture and Food
Occupational Health and Safety
Inspector

Christelle GEE, AgroSup Dijon
Director of the Agronomy,
Agroequipment, Breeding and
Environment Department (2A2E).
Researcher and professor

Olivier MISERQUE, Wallonia
Public Service - Agriculture Department
- Belgium
Scientific Officer
Anaïs ORBAN, FNEDT
Manager of agricultural, environmental
and sustainability projects

Daniël GOENSE, Wageningen UR
Livestock Research - The Netherlands
Senior Project Manager

Jean-Luc PÉRÈS, PCMA
Agricultural Machinery Advisor
Expert

Philippe GOUVAERT, CETIM
Deputy Director of Innovation
& Research Development

Emmanuel PIRON, IRSTEA,
Clermont-Ferrand Center
Manager of the “Spreading”
Technological Research Unit

Jean-Marc HELLER, IRT St-Exupéry
Business Development
& Communication Director
Christian HUYGHE, INRA
Scientific Director Agriculture
Arnaud JARY, MFR De La Pignerie
Instructor and Monitor of BTS GDEA,
CS & CQP AXEMA

Jean-Paul DAOUZE,
Marne Chamber of Agriculture
Consulting engineer
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Ariane VOYATZAKIS, Bpifrance
Manager of the Food-processing
and agriculture department

